Abstract The Mamdani and TSK fuzzy models are fuzzy inference engines which have been most widely applied in real-world problems. Compared to the Mamdani approach, the TSK approach is more convenient when the crisp outputs are required. Common to both approaches, when a given observation does not overlap with any rule antecedent in the rule base (which usually termed as a sparse rule base), no rule can be fired, and thus no result can be generated. Fuzzy rule interpolation was proposed to address such issue. Although a number of important fuzzy rule interpolation approaches have been proposed in the literature, all of them were developed for Mamdani inference approach, which leads to the fuzzy outputs. This paper extends the traditional TSK fuzzy inference approach to allow inferences on sparse TSK fuzzy rule bases with crisp outputs directly generated. This extension firstly calculates the similarity degrees between a given observation and every individual rule in the rule base, such that the similarity degrees between the observation and all rule antecedents are greater than 0 even when they do not overlap. Then the TSK fuzzy model is extended using the generated matching degrees to derive crisp inference results. The experimentation shows the promising of the approach in enhancing the TSK inference engine when the knowledge represented in the rule base is not complete.
Introduction
Fuzzy inference system is a mechanism that uses fuzzy logic and fuzzy set theory to map inputs to outputs. Due to the simplicity and effectiveness in representing and reasoning on human natural language, it has become to one of the most advanced technologies in control field. A typical fuzzy inference system consists of mainly two parts, a rule base (or knowledge base) and an inference engine. A number of inference engines have been developed, with the Mamdani method [1] and the TSK method [2] being the most widely used. Mamdani fuzzy inference method is more intuitive and suitable for handling human natural language inputs, which is an implementation of the extension principle [3] . As fuzzy outputs are usually led by the Mamdani approach, a defuzzification approach, such as the centre of gravity method [4] , has to be employed to map fuzzy outputs to crisp values for general system use. The TSK approach however uses polynomials to generate the inference consequence, and it therefore is able to directly produce crisp values as outputs, which is often more convenient to be employed when the crisp values are required. Both of these traditional fuzzy inference approaches require a dense rule base by which the entire input domain need to be fully covered; otherwise, no rule will be fired when a given observation does not overlap with any rule antecedent.
Fuzzy rule interpolation (FRI), firstly proposed in [5] , not only addresses the above issue, but also helps in complexity reduction for complex fuzzy models. When a given observation does not overlap with any rule antecedent value, fuzzy rule interpolation is still able to obtain certain conclusion, and thus improves the applicability of fuzzy models. FRI can also be used to reduce the complexity of fuzzy models by removing those rules that can be approximated by their neighbouring ones. A number of fuzzy rule interpolation methods have been developed in the literature, including [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] , and have been successfully employed to deal with real world application, such as [11, 12] . However, all of existing FRI methods were developed on (sparse) Mamdani rule bases which lead to fuzzy outputs. This paper proposes a novel extension of traditional TSK fuzzy model, which is not only able to deal with sparse TSK fuzzy rule bases, but also able to directly generate crisp outputs. To enable such extension, a new similarity degree measurement is proposed first to calculate the similarity degrees between given observations and each individual rule in the rule base. Dissimilar with the similarity measure used in the existing TSK approach, the introduced one leads to similarity degrees between the observation and others rule antecedents always greater than 0 even when they do not overlap at all. Then the TSK fuzzy model is extended using this new matching degree to obtain crisp inference results from sparse TSK fuzzy rule bases. The experiments show comparable result, which demonstrates the promising of the approach in enhancing the traditional TSK model when the knowledge represented in the rule base is not complete.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the theoretical underpinnings of TSK fuzzy inference model and measurement of similarity degrees. Section 3 presents the proposed approach. Section 4 details a set of exper-iments for comparison and validation. Section 5 concludes the paper and suggests probable future developments.
Background
In this section, the original TSK approach is briefly introduced, and the existing similarity measures are briefly reviewed.
TSK Fuzzy Model
The TSK fuzzy model was proposed by Takagi, Sugeno, and Kang in 1985 [2] , and a typical fuzzy rule for the TSK model is of the following form:
IF u is A and v is B then w f pu, vq ,
where A and B are fuzzy sets regarding antecedent variables x and y respectively, and f pu, vq is a crisp function (usually polynomial), which determines the crisp value of the consequent. For instance, assume that a rule base for TSK model is comprised of two rules:
where a i , a j , b i , b j , c i , and c j are constants in the polynomial equation in the consequent part of the rule. The consequences of rules R i and R j deteriorate to constants c i and c j when a i a j b i b j 0. TSK model is usually employed to crisp inputs and outputs problems. Given an observation with singleton values as input (x 0 , y 0 ), the working progress of this approach is demonstrated in Fig. 1 . The inferred output from the given observation from rules R i and R j are f i px 0 , y 0 q and f j px 0 , y 0 q respectively. The overall output is then taken as the weighted average of outputs from all rules, where the values of weights are the firing strengths of corresponding rules. Suppose that µ Ai px 0 q and µ Bi py 0 q represent the matching degrees between input (x 0 , y 0 ) and rules R i and R j , respectively. The firing strength (weight) of rule R i , α i , is calculated as:
where is a t-norm, which usually implemented as a minimum operator. Obviously, if a given input px 1 , y 1 q does not overlap with any rule antecedent, the matching degree between this input and rules R i and R j are µ Ai px 1 q and µ Bi py 1 q are equal to 0. Then no rule will be fired. Then, no consequence can be derived for such case. As the final result of the consequent variable z is a crisp value, the defuzzification progress then can be saved, which in turn reduces the overall computational efforts. A I can be calculated as follows [13] :
The larger value of SpA, A I q means that is the more similar between fuzzy sets A and A I . This method is also the most wildly applied.
The above approach requires a normalisation progress for the concerned variable domain. A graded mean integration representation distance-based similarity degree measurement does not need such normalisation. This similarity measure is summarised as [17] :
where dpA, A I q |PpAq ¡ P pA I q|, P pAq and P pA I q are the graded mean integration representation of A and A I , respectively [17] . In particular, the graded mean integration representation P pAq and P pA I q can be defined as:
In this approach, the larger value of SpA, A I q means higher degree of similarity between fuzzy sets A and A I .
The above two approaches may not provide correct similarity degrees in certain situations, such as two generalised fuzzy sets (which are fuzzy sets may not be normal), although they are usually able to produce acceptable results and widely applied. A generalised triangle fuzzy set regarding variable x can be represented as A pa 1 , a 2 , a 3 , µpa 2 qq, where µpa 2 q (0 µpa 2 q ¤ 1) is the membership of element a 2 , and µpa 2 q ¥ µpaq, da D x , D x is the domain of variable x, as illustrated in Fig 2. If µpa 2 q 1, the generalised triangle fuzzy set deteriorates to normal a fuzzy set which is usually denoted as A pa 1 , a 2 , a 3 q. A centre of gravity method (COG) has been proposed to work with generalised fuzzy sets [15] . The process to calculate the COG-based similarity degree measure is summarised as below.
Step 1: Determine the point of centre of gravity for each triangle fuzzy set. Given a generalised triangle fuzzy set A, its COG Gpa ¦ , µpa ¦is shown in Fig. 2 , which can be calculated by:
µpa ¦ q µpa 1 q µpa 2 q µpa 3 q 3 .
As µpa 1 q µpa 3 q 0, µpa ¦ q can be simplified to:
Step 2: Calculate the similarity degree SpA, A I q between fuzzy sets A and A I by: , and BpSupp A , Supp A 1 q is defined as follow:
where Supp A and Supp A 1 are the supports of the fuzzy sets A and A I respectively, which in turn are calculated as:
In the above equation, BpSupp A , Supp A 1 q is used to determine whether COG distance (1 ¡ |a ¦ A ¡ a ¦ A 1 |) needs to be considered. For instance, if fuzzy sets A and A I both are the crisp values, (i.e., Supp A Supp A 1 Supp A Supp A 1 0), the COG distance will not be considered for the degree of similarity measure; otherwise, the COG distance will be considered. In this measure, again the larger value of SpA, A I q means that the two fuzzy sets A and A I are more similar.
The Proposed Approach
The proposed fuzzy rule interpolation approach regarding TSK style of inference is introduced in this section. In order to enable the extension, the existing measure of similarity degree between two fuzzy sets as shown in Equation 10 is modified first by introducing an extra monotone decreasing function of the geometric distances between the two fuzzy sets. Given an observation, the similarity degree between the given observation and each rule antecedent can then be calculated based on this modified similarity degree measure, which always results a similarity degree greater than 0 even when the two fuzzy sets are not overlapped. Then, a crisp inference result can be obtained by considering all the rules associated with their corresponding matching degrees, based on underpinning principle of the original TSK inference.
As the similarity degrees between the given observation and all the rule antecedents are greater then 0, all the rules have firing strengths greater than 0, that is all rules are used for interpolation. Consequently, a crisp result can still be generated even when a given observation does not overlap with any rule antecedent.
A Modified Similarity Measure
The similarity measure expressed by Equation 10 may fail in certain situations, despite of its simplicity. For instance, if a large distance between two fuzzy sets presents, those two fuzzy sets should not similar at all. However, by applying this similarity measure, a big value of similarity degree, representing high similarity, may still be generated, which will lead to an unexpected result. In order to address this, the distance between fuzzy sets has been considered to extend this similarity measure [15] . However, the introduction of linear distance parameter may still not be sufficiently flexible to support various fuzzy models, as the sensitivity of similarity degree to distance is fixed. In order to provide a similarity measure whose sensitivity to distance is flexible and configurable to support fuzzy interpolation for TSK model, the similarity measure introduced in [15] is extended. In particular, the distance f actor (DF ), which is an monotone decreasing function with an adjustable parameter, is proposed to replace the linear distance function of the existing approach ( [15] 
where DF , termed as distance f actor, is a function of the distance between the two concerned fuzzy sets. DF is in turn defined as:
where n (n ¡ 0) is a sensitivity factor, and d represents the distance between the two fuzzy sets usually defined as the distance of their COGs. Smaller value of n leads to a similarity degree which is more sensitive to the distance of two fuzzy sets, and vice versa. The value of this factor needs to be determined based on the specific problems. However, some early stage experimentation generally suggests that 20 ¤ n ¤ 60. A further study of the automatic determination of DF remains for the future work. It is worth to note that, there are two special situations where the modified similarity measure and Equation 10 lead to the same result: 1) when fuzzy sets A and A I have the same COG, and 2) when A and A I are two boundary crisp values and the distance between them is 1.
Compared to the approach proposed in [15] , the modified similarity measure between two given fuzzy sets preserves the same set of good properties, including 1)
The lager value is SpA, A I q, the more similar are between fuzzy sets A and A I , and 2) fuzzy set A and A I are identical if and only if SpA, A I q 1. The proposed approach also introduces one more important property, which is the similarity degree between any two fuzzy sets (excluding the two boundary crisp values that distance between them is 1) in the input domain will be always greater than 0. Without lose generality, given two fuzzy sets A pa 1 , a 2 , a 3 q and A I pa I 
This is followed by:
Also, 0 DF 1 based on Equation 14 , and minpµpa ¦ A q, µpa ¦ A 1¡ 0. According to Equation 13 , the value of SpA, A I q must be greater than 0.
Extending the TSK Model
For simplicity, this work only considers problems with two inputs and one output. A typical fuzzy rule for the original TSK fuzzy model is of the following form:
where A i , and B i are fuzzy sets regarding input variable x and y, and f i px, yq is a crisp function which determines the consequence. For a given observation, the original TSK approach first determines those rules whose antecedents overlap with the given observation, and then obtains the firing strength (α i ) of the overlapped rules by integrating the matching degrees between observation terms and rule antecedent terms. From this, the sub-consequence from each fired rule is computed using the consequent function. And finally, a crisp value of output (f i px, yq) is aggregated by calculating the weighted average of the sub-consequences, as introduced in Section 2.1. If a given observation does not overlap with any rule antecedent, no rule will be fired, and thus no inference can be made.
The above issue can be addressed by extending the original TSK approach using the similarity measure proposed in Section 3.1. Assume that a sparse rule base is comprised of n rules, which is: 1 and y is B 1 THEN z f 1 px, yq a 1 x b 1 y c 1 ,   . .. ... x is A n and y is B n THEN z f n px, yq a n x b n y c n ,
where a i , b i , and c i (1 ¤ i ¤ n) are constants of polynomials in rule consequences. When a input OpA ¦ , B ¦ q, alternatively termed as observation, is given, a crisp output can be generated by the following steps.
Step 1: Determine the matching degrees SpA ¦ , A i ) and SpB ¦ , B i q between the input values (A ¦ and B ¦ ) and rule antecedents (A i and B i ) for each rule using Equation 13 .
Step 2: Calculate the firing degree of each rule by integrating the matching degrees of its antecedents and the given inputs:
where is a t-norm, usually implemented by minimum operator in TSK inference model.
Step 3: Calculate the sub-consequence of the final result from each rule based on the given input OpA ¦ , B ¦ q and the polynomial in consequent.
Step 4: Integrate the sub-consequences to get the final output:
As discussed earlier, the similarity degree between any two fuzzy sets (excludes the two boundary sets) in the input domain is always greater than 0. Therefore, different from traditional TSK method, which only considers those rules overlapped with the given observation, the proposed approach takes account all rules in the rule base to aggregate a crisp result. As a result, even if the given observation does not overlap with any rule antecedent in the rule base, certain inference result is still able to be generated, which significantly improves the applicability of the original TSK approach.
Experimentation
In order to validate and evaluate the proposed approach, a non-linear function, which has been considered in [18] , is re-considered in this section to demonstrate the functionality of proposed system. The problem is to model the non-linear function given below:
The fuzzy model takes two inputs, x (x r¡10, 10s) and y (y r10, 10s), and produces a single output z (z r¡1, 1s), as illustrated in Fig. 3 . In order to enable the employment of the revised TSK style fuzzy rule interpolation, the input domains are normalised first. The normalisation maps any value x 0 of variable x to x I 0 by:
where min x is the minimum value in the domain of variable x, and max x is the maximum value in the domain of variable x. In order to generate a optimal sparse TSK rule base for the model, a dense rule base is generated first. Then some of the less important rules are removed manually to demonstrate the working of the proposed TSK style fuzzy rule interpolation ap-proach. The evaluation of the proposed approach based on incomplete data remains as active work.
TSK Rule Base Generation
A dense TSK fuzzy rule base was generated based on the given model first, by which the entire input domain is fully covered. In order to do so, a training data set comprised of 500 data points have been randomly generated from Equation 22 . Then, a linear regression-based Matlab TSK rule base generation approach [19] was employed to derive a normal TSK fuzzy rule base that partitions each antecedent variable domain by 7 fuzzy sets. The surface view of fuzzy partition of TSK model is also illustrated in Fig. 5 . As there are two input variables, this leads to 49 fuzzy rules in total, as listed in Table 1 and shown in Fig. 4 . Briefly, the employed data-driven approach first grid partitions the given input domain into sub-regions. Then, for each sub-region, a linear regression approach, the least-squares approach, is employed to represent the data in an initial fuzzy rule. After that, linear quadratic estimation (Kalman Filter) algorithm is used to fine tune the rules' parameters until the satisfactory solution is found. The data-driven approach for TSK rule base generation is beyond the scope of this paper, and thus details are omitted here, however, more information can be found in [20] . 
Sparse TSK Rule Base Generation
The TSK rule base was then simplified to sparse rule base, by which some observations may not be covered by any rule antecedents in the rule base, to enable the evaluation of the proposed system. In this initial work, this progress was performed manually by removing some less important one, however, the study on sparse rule base generation or rule base simplification was left as future work. In particular, the size of the TSK rule base has been manually reduced 67%, which is comprised of 
TSK Inference with Sparse Rule Base
To facilitate the comparison between the proposed approach and the approach proposed in [18] , 36 testing data points were randomly generated by Equation 22 for testing and evaluation purpose. Note that although the considered problem in [18] was solved by Mamdani fuzzy model, it does not affect the result of the comparison as crisp results have been derived in this work using the defuzzification process.
To better illustrate the proposed approach, one randomly generated testing data point OpA ¦ 0.299, B ¦ 0.441q was used as an example below to demonstrate the working progress of the proposed approach. The distance f actor in this experimentation is implemented as:
From the given observation Op0.299, 0.441q, and the sparse rule base generated in Section 4.2, the proposed approach first calculated the similarity degree between the given input and rule antecedents (SpA ¦ , A i q, SpB ¦ , B i q) (i t1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 11, 14, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 30, 32, 34, 35, 39, 41, 43, 45 , 47, 49u) using Equation 13 , with the results shown in the second and third columns of Table 2 .
Based on the calculated similarity degree, the firing strength (FS) of each rule was calculated according to Equation 19 , as shown in the fourth column of Table 2 . From this, the sub consequence of the given observation from each rule was calculated by applying the observation to the linear function of rule consequence, as shown in the fifth column. The final result of variable (z) was then calculated by Equation 20 , 21, which is z 0.566 in this demonstration. Note that the ground truth of the consequence for the given observation is 0.478, then the error is 0.088. Using the same approach, the errors for other 35 testing points were also calculated. The reconstructed model based on the sparse TSK rule base with 23 rules (and DF 40) is demonstrated in Fig. 6 for comparison.
Result Analysis
By following the testing design and error representation of work [18] , the sum of errors for the 36 randomly generated testing data points with different parameters have been summarised in Table 3 . Also, to enable comparison, experiments based on sparse rule bases with 41,39,36,23 rules have also been conducted, with the re- sults also shown in Table 3 . From this table, it is clear that the proposed system outperforms the system proposed in [18] . The experimentation results suggest that sparser rule bases always lead to large errors, which is consistent with the intuitive expectation. It also can be seen from the result table that the sensitivity factor (n) in distance f actor indeed affects the accuracy of the inference results. Based on the initial investigation through this experimentation, the system performs the best when the sensitivity factor is set to 40. 
Discussion
Although many FRI approaches have been proposed to enable fuzzy inference with sparse rule bases, they were all developed on the Mamdani fuzzy model. The proposed approach is the first attempt to extend this idea to TSK fuzzy inference such that inference can be performed based on sparse rule bases. This will therefore provide an additional alternative solution for those existing applications of FRI, such as [21] and in the same time to enjoy the advantages of TSK fuzzy inference. This will also enables extensions of existing FRI, such as the experience-based rule base generation and adaptation approach [21] to work with TSK inferences targeting a wider range of applications. The rule base for traditional TSK fuzzy model, which used in this initial work, was generated by the linear regression algorithm, based on a randomly generated data set. Note that a recent development on sparse rule base updating and generating has been reported [22] . Although this approach was implemented on the Mamdani inference, the underpinning principle can be used to generate sparse TSK rule base. In particular, given a training data set, a sparse TSK rule base can be generated directly from data by strategically locating the important regions for fuzzy modelling [22] , thus to boost the applicability of the proposed approach.
Conclusion
This paper presented a novel approach to extend TSK inference to work with sparse rule bases. This is enabled by generating a crisp inference result based on all the rules in the rule base rather than only those whose antecedents overlap with observations. In particular, the paper firstly proposed a new similarity degree measure by considering an extra distance f actor to obtain the similarity degree between the given observation and the corresponding rule antecedent of each rule. Then, based on the calculated degrees of similarity, all rules in the rule base will be considered with different firing strengths to generate a final crisp result. The experimentation shows that the proposed approach is not only able to deal with sparse TSK fuzzy rule bases, but is also able to generate competitive results in reference to the existing approach.
Although promising, the work can be further extended in the following areas. Firstly, the value of sensitivity factor n in distance f actor was arbitrarily given in this work based on some initial experimentation, and thus it would be worthwhile to further study how this parameter can be automatically determined or learned. Secondly, it is interesting to study if the curvature-based sparse rule base generation approach [22] can be used to support TSK rule base generation. Finally, it may be worthwhile, in further research, to investigate how the proposed approach can work with experience-based rule base generation [21] .
